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ABSTRACT: Laser-induced breakdown spectroscopy (LIBS) was applied for the characterization of the methane-air laminar
diffusion flame, revealing the spatial distribution of its composition. From the measurement, it was found that distribution of the
atomic and ionic N emissions produced by the flame had obvious differences, which were mainly distributed in the air area and flame
area, respectively. A comparison of the LIBS spectra of air, methane gas, and methane-air laminar diffusion flame showed that the
atomic N emissions were mainly produced by the excitation of N2, and the ionic
N emissions were more related to the N-containing combustion products. In
addition, the correlation between typical emissions and the flame temperature
measured by thermocouple was estimated to show that the tendency of the
changes in temperature can be characterized by C2 emission intensities. This work
provides a new method for real-time online flame temperature measurement, and
also provides a reference for revealing the formation process and conversion
pathway of each component in the flame.

INTRODUCTION

water vapor on methane hydrate combustion. In addition, they also
analyzed the influence of the diameter of the methane hydrate
sphere and the initial center core temperature during the
combustion process.5 All of these traditional analysis methods can
be used to understand the combustion mechanism to a certain
extent, but the detailed kinetic parameters cannot be obtained
based on in-situ and intermediate product components during the
combustion process.

Fuel combustion is a common phenomenon in nature and involves
a complex physical and chemical process. The energy and heat
transfer in this process couples the interaction between the flow
and the chemical reactions. As a common fuel, methane (CH4) is
the most abundant hydrocarbon on earth widely used in industrial
production and in daily life. Therefore, it is important to deeply
understand the dynamic characteristics of methane combustion for
improving its utilization efficiency.

With the development of optical technologies, several nonintrusive methods were applied for combustion diagnosis,
including the spontaneous emission spectrum and laser diagnostic
methods. Sun et al.6 measured the temperature and emissivity of
the gasoline flame and the coal-fired flame according to the gray
property of flames based on spectral analysis and the two-color
method. Krabicka et al.7 combined the electron-multiplying
charge-coupled device (EMCCD) to monitor the specific flame
radicals (OH, CN, CH, and C2), and established the correlation
between radical characteristics and air-to-fuel ratios of the
premixed C3H8-air flame. Lou et al.8 reconstructed the distribution

Over the past decades, research has aimed to understand the
combustion characteristics of CH4. Hou et al.1 proposed a set of
reduced mechanisms for sensitivity analysis of CH4-O2
combustion in a liquid rocket engine. Zhang et al.2 studied the
effect of initial temperature on the minimum ignition energy and
combustion characteristics of a CH4-air mixture. Yan et al.3
investigated the catalytic combustion of premixed CH4-air in the
meso‐combustor with and without preheating channels at steady
conditions by the numerical method. Cui et al.4 used a hedging
flame model with CHEMKIN software to analyze the influence of
www.at-spectrosc.com/as/article/pdf/2021099
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of the temperature and the soot volume fraction from
monochromatic radiative intensity images with the visible
spectrum range in a laminar ethylene diffusion flame. However,
the measurement of spontaneous emission spectra is limited by the
intensity of flame radiation.

intermediate and final combustion products, which is of great
significance to clarify the distribution and conversion path of each
component in order to further reveal the combustion mechanism.
In this work, the combustion characteristics of the CH4-air
laminar diffusion flame, which is a basic flame model, were
investigated based on LIBS. The correlation between the
characteristic spectra and the combustion components was
investigated to reveal the spatial distribution of the components
during the combustion process, which provides an experimental
basis for studying the generation and transformation of the
combustion composition. In addition, the relationship between the
spectral characteristics and the flame temperature was further
analyzed to realize the real-time detection of the flame temperature.

Laser diagnostics technology uses laser light to obtain relevant
spectral information, which helps to improve the intensity of the
detection signal and the signal-to-noise ratio. Wang et al.9
presented an innovative tomographic method using tunable diode
laser absorption spectroscopy (TDLAS) and the algebraic
reconstruction technique (ART) to detect the temperature and H2O
concentration in flat CH4-air premixed flames under three different
equivalence ratios. Li et al.10 proposed the 3D flame structure
diagnostics based on tomographic laser-induced fluorescence
(Tomo-LIF) of OH radicals, which was successfully applied in a
CH4-air premixed laminar flame and a non-premixed turbulent
CH4 jet flame. Pillier et al.11 analyzed the influence of the C2 and
C3 compounds in natural gas on the generation of NO in the flame
based on LIF and cavity ring-down spectroscopy (CRDS). Thus,
the multi-components and temperature measured by these
approaches need the lasers under different wavelengths in
conjunction with a complicated instrumental system.

EXPERIMENTAL
Experimental. The instrumental system used for this study was
set up as shown in Fig. 1(a), which can be divided into two parts.
The first part was the LIBS system that utilized the Nd:YAG laser
(Continuum, Surelite) as the source to generate a high-energy
pulse beam (wavelength 1064 nm, pulse duration 6 ns, diameter 7
mm). The laser energy was set to 410 mJ and the laser frequency
was set to 1 Hz. The pulse beam was focused by a focusing lens (f
= 200 mm) on the flame central axis plane to create a plasma,
which was then collected by a 100 mm focal lens and transmitted
to a four-channel spectrometer (Avantes, wavelength 180 to 815
nm, resolution 0.10 to 0.22 nm) through the optical fibers. The
digital delay controller (DG535, Stanford Research System) was
used to control the laser and spectrometer synchronously. The
optimal delay time between the acquisition signal time of the
spectrometer and the working time of the laser was selected in
order to obtain the atomic and ionic spectral lines with a high
signal-to-noise ratio as the standard. After optimization, 1280 ns
(minimum delay time of the spectrometer) was selected as the
delay time. At the same time, in order to obtain a higher time
resolution, the minimum integration time (1.05 ms) of the
spectrometer was selected as the integration time.

Laser-induced breakdown spectroscopy (LIBS) is a newly
emerging optical detection method with the advantages of rapid,
simultaneous monitoring of multi-elements, high temporal and
spatial resolution, etc., and has been applied in a wide variety of
fields, such as biomedicine,12-15 cultural heritage and
archaeology,16-18
metallurgical
analysis,19-21
agricultural
22-25
materials,
and so on. Recently, it has also been used for
combustion diagnosis, including solid fuel combustion26-28 and gas
fuel combustion.29-31 Do et al.32 selected atomic emission line
intensity based on LIBS to establish the correlation between the
line intensity and the hydrocarbon fuel concentration. Wu et al.31
established a correlation between the line intensities and the local
fuel-air ratio in both laminar and turbulent CH4-air flames. Kiefer
et al.33 realized the local temperature and the equivalence ratio
measurement in CH4-air and dimethyl ether (DME)-air flames by
using LIBS. Kotzagianni et al.29 used LIBS to determine local
structures of premixed laminar hydrocarbon-air flames through
laser breakdown threshold. Majd et al.34 used spatially resolved
laser-induced breakdown spectroscopy (SR-LIBS) to
quantitatively estimate the local equivalence ratio of CH4-air
diffusion flames. They also determined the width of the secondary
combustion region at a specified height above the burner in CH4air diffusion flames according to the threshold energy. In our
previous work, we conducted the spatially resolved LIBS in
laminar premixed CH4-air flames to characterize the flame
structure and proposed a method for the width and distribution of
different flame regions based on the plasma energy coupled with
LIBS spectra.35 However, there was little in-depth correlation
analysis between the elemental characteristics and the
www.at-spectrosc.com/as/article/pdf/2021099

Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of the experimental setup: (a) LIBS for
combustion system, (b) the measured flame picture, (c) the measurement
coordinate system of flame area and air area.
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Fig. 2 LIBS spectra of flame at different axial heights: (a) 180 to 815 nm, (b) ionic N lines.

The second part of the measurement system was the combustion
system. A co-flow laminar diffusion flame burner was used to
generate an axisymmetric laminar diffusion flame with CH4. The
CH4 gas entered the burner from four intake pipes, then ejected
from the nozzle and diffused freely into the ambient atmosphere
to realize the diffuse combustion by the artificial ignition method.
The inner diameter of the nozzle was approximately 10 mm. The
mass flow meter (CS200, Sevenstar) was used to control the gas
flow rate. The flow rate of CH4 was set at 150 mL/min to obtain a
relatively stable laminar flame and the flame picture is shown in
Fig. 1(b).

The calculation formula for the gradient on the left side of the
central axis is described in Equation (1).
(Eq. 1)
where xcr1 represents the gradient of coordinates (m, n), xm-1,n
represents the spectral intensity of the coordinate (m-1, n), xm,n
represents the spectral intensity of the coordinate (m, n), where the
range of m is -8 to 0, and the range of n is 0 to 25. s represents the
space distance of the two coordinate points, which is 1 mm.
Similarly, the gradient on the right side of the central axis is
described in Equation (2).

The burner was placed on a three-dimensional translation stage,
and the laser pulse was focused on different positions of the flame
by adjusting the translation stage. In order to facilitate the
description of the measuring points, a rectangular coordinate
system was established with the center of the nozzle as the origin
of the coordinates, as shown in Fig. 1(c), including the coordinates
of the flame area and the air area. The measuring points were the
space area within the range of 0 to 25 mm for the axial coordinate
and -9 to 8 mm for the radial coordinate. The spectrum was
collected once per pulse and 100 spectra were collected at each
point, then the average value of 100 spectra was taken as the
analytical data. The spacing between each spatial point was
approximately 1 mm. In order to thoroughly understand the
spectra characteristics with the flame temperature, the
thermocouple (S type, wires diameter 0.5 mm, temperature range
0 to 1600 ℃) was coupled to measure the temperature of each
measuring point, where the probe was placed perpendicular to the
central axis of the flame. It was basically consistent with the
position of the focal point of the laser at each measuring point.

(Eq. 2)
where xcr2 represents the gradient of coordinates (m, n), xm+1,n
represents the spectral intensity of the coordinate (m+1, n), xm,n
represents the spectral intensity of the coordinate (m, n), where the
range of m is 1 to 7 and the range of n is 0 to 25.
In this work, the spectral data collected were processed by
baseline correction (asymmetric least squares baseline correction
algorithm). The (0, 1) normalization method was also applied to
process the spatial intensity distribution of the spectral lines. The
ratio of the spectral line intensity value of each measuring point to
the maximum value of the spectral line intensity in the entire
measuring area was used instead of the spectral line intensity value
of the measuring point.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
LIBS emissions produced from the flame. Fig. 2(a) shows the
typical emission spectra of laser-induced plasma produced from
the CH4-air diffusion flame corresponding to the range of 180 to
815 nm for different spark locations above the burner rim in the
combustion center line (1 mm, 5 mm, 10 mm, and 15 mm). The
measured wavelength and reference wavelength of the
characteristic spectra in the experiment are summarized in Table 1,

Analytical methods. The gradient of change can reflect the spatial
amount consumed or generated by the target object and its rate of
chemical reactions. Therefore, the gradient of the N and O
emissions on the spatial scale were also analyzed. It can be seen
from Fig. 1(b) that the flame presents an axisymmetric structure.
www.at-spectrosc.com/as/article/pdf/2021099
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Table 1. Comparison of Reference and Measured Wavelength of
Characteristic Spectra36-37
Spectral
type
CI
CN
N II
C2
NI
OI
Hα

Reference wavelength

excessive. Along the axial direction, it gradually turns into
stoichiometric combustion and fuel-lean combustion, causing the
fuel gradually to decrease and the air increase by degrees. Apart
from this, with the increase of axial height, the ionic N lines such
as N II 399.500 nm, N II 463.054 nm, N II 500.515 nm, N II
567.956 nm began to appear and gradually became significant, as
shown in Fig. 2(b).

Measured wavelength

193.091

247.856

283.760

193.097

247.870

388.29

/

/

388.477

/

283.715
/

399.500

410.995

415.148

399.532

410.854

415.207

463.054

444.703

493.512

462.971

444.650

493.483

500.515

567.956

594.465

500.239

567.874

594.052

516.42

/

/

516.423

/

/

746.831

821.634

/

746.822

821.636

/

422.276

532.910

777.194

422.330

532.928

777.033

656.279

/

/

656.126

/

/

Spatial distribution of N and O emissions from the flame. To
characterize the diffusion effect of nitrogen and oxygen in the air
and the chemical reaction with oxygen, the spatial distribution of
the normalized N and O emissions produced from the flame
central axis plane were obtained, as shown in Fig. 3. It can be seen
that the atomic nitrogen (N I 746.831 nm) and oxygen (O I
777.194 nm) had a similar spatial distribution on the central axis
plane. Both of them had the strongest zone in the air area and the
sub-strong zone above 18 mm from the nozzle along the central
axis.
The calculated spatial gradient was normalized and is presented
in Fig. 4. It can be seen that both the nitrogen and oxygen had a
large positive gradient in the air area and a negative gradient in the

Fig. 3 Spatial distribution of (a) N I 746.831 nm and (b) O I 777.194 nm
emissions. Notes: The black line in the figure is the boundary between the
air area and the flame area.

where the reference wavelength of the atomic and molecular lines
can be obtained from the NIST Atomic Spectra Database36 and in
Ref.37, respectively.
It was found that the dominant emission spectra were changed
as the axial height increased. The emission lines of Hα 656.279 nm,
O I 777.194 nm, C I 247.856 nm, CN 388.29 nm, and C2 516.42
nm appeared clearly at the nozzle. As the axial height increased,
the spectral intensity of CN, C2 and C began to gradually weaken;
the atomic emissions of N and O began to gradually increase; and
the spectral intensity of H also became weak to a certain extent.
Fuel-rich combustion occurs near the nozzle, where the fuel is
www.at-spectrosc.com/as/article/pdf/2021099

Fig. 4 Spatial distribution of spatial gradient for (a) N I 746.831 nm and (b)
O I 777.194 nm. Notes: The black line in the figure is the boundary between
the air area and the flame area.
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Fig. 5 Spatial distribution of ionic N emissions: (a) N II 399.500, (b) N II 463.054, (c) N II 500.515, (d) N II 567.956 and atomic N emissions: (e) N I 746.831,
(f) N I 821.634. Notes: The black line in the figure is the boundary between the air area and the flame area.

flame edge area. The main reason is that the air was continuously
diluted and consumed due to the diffusion and chemical reaction,
so that the gradient appeared positive in the air area. As shown in
Fig. 8, the temperature difference is large in the flame edge area,
and the temperature of the flame edge area is higher than the
temperature of other areas. The high temperature would speed up
the reaction rates, resulting in a negative gradient at the edge of the
methane diffusion flame.
As shown in Fig. 2(b), when the distance from the nozzle
increased, the ionic N lines began to appear and gradually became
significant. The normalized intensity spatial distribution of atomic
N (N I 746.831 nm and N I 821.634 nm) and ionic N (N II 399.500
nm, N II 463.054 nm, N II 500.515 nm, N II 567.956 nm) on the
flame central axis plane was obtained, as shown in Fig. 5. It was
also seen that the atomic N and ionic N lines had different spatial
distributions. The ionic emissions (N II 399.500 nm, N II 463.054
nm) were distributed in most of the flame area; the ionic emissions
(N II 500.515 nm, N II 567.956 nm) were mainly distributed in the
flame edge area. All of the strongest zones of the ionic emissions
were dominated in the area above the nozzle at 18 mm along the
central axis. While for the atomic emissions (N I 746.831 nm and
N I 821.634 nm), the strongest zone appeared in the air, and the
sub-strong zone also appeared in the area above the nozzle at 18
mm along the axial direction, which is similar to the distribution
of O I 777.194 nm.
To further explore the reasons for the origin of the characteristic
spectral emissions from nitrogen and its correlation with the
combustion components, the LIBS spectra of air, CH4 gas, and
CH4-air diffusion flame after normalization and baseline
correction were analyzed comparatively, as shown in Fig. 6(a).

www.at-spectrosc.com/as/article/pdf/2021099

Fig. 6 Comparison of LIBS spectra with different atmosphere and
temperature: (a) air (20℃), CH4 gas, CH4-air diffusion flame; (b) air (20℃),
air (120℃), air (260℃), air (330℃), air (400℃).
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Fig. 7 Spatial distribution of CH4 related emissions produced from the flame: (a) C I 247.856 nm, (b) CN 388.29 nm, (c) C2 516.42 nm, (d) Hα 656.279 nm.
Notes: The black line in the figure is the boundary between the air area and the flame area.

The flow rates of CH4 either for the pure CH4 gas or the
combustion were kept the same at 150 mL/min. The air spectrum
was obtained directly from the atmospheric environment with
laser. In order to minimize the interference of the diffusion effect,
the measurement position of air and CH4 gas were all set at 2 mm
above the nozzle along the central axis of the burner of the
centerline, and the CH4-air diffusion flame was at 15 mm above
the nozzle of the burner along the central axis.

the nitrogen ionic lines; the nitrogen ionic lines were mainly
generated by the excitation of the combustion products.
It is well known that nitrogen oxides (NOx) are produced in the
presence of nitrogen in the air during CH4-air diffusion
combustion. According to the different oxidation mechanisms and
sources of the N atom, NOX is generally formed via prompt,
thermal, N2O, and the fuel pathways,38 while for CH4 combustion,
NOX would not be produced through the fuel pathway. Monaghan
et al.38 indicated that for the CH4-air diffusion round-jet flame, for
total NOx, 47% was due to the prompt pathway, 32% was due to
the N2O pathway, and 21% was due to the thermal pathway. As
shown in Fig. 5, N II 500.515 nm and N II 567.956 nm were
mainly distributed in the flame edge area, which was similar to the
spatial distribution of NO in the diffusion flame as shown by
Sullivan et al.39 and Monaghan et al.38 While the temperature
accelerated the NOX reaction rate,40 it also reduced the spectral
intensity.33 Compared with the suppression effect of the
temperature on spectral intensity, which can be seen from Fig. 5 in
the flame edge area, the promotion effect of the temperature on the
chemical reaction of NO production was dominant. Therefore, N
II 500.515 nm and N II 567.956 nm may be produced by excitation
of NOx, such as NO. Besides, N II 399.500 nm and N II 463.054
nm may be mainly produced by the excitation of N-containing
combustion intermediate products.

By comparing the LIBS spectra (see Fig. 6), it was seen that the
atomic characteristic emissions such as N I 746.831 nm and N I
493.512 nm can be observed from the ablation of air due to the
presence of N2 in the air, but ionic N emissions were weak. On the
contrary, obvious ionic N emissions can be observed in the flame,
while the atomic emissions were relatively weak.
The temperature can increase the energy of the electrons, which
may make them transition to higher energy levels and produce
nitrogen ionic lines. In Fig. 6(b), the nitrogen spectral lines are
shown after baseline correction and normalization of the air at
different temperatures. In Fig. 6(b), it can be seen that the
temperature had little effect on the nitrogen spectra in the air. At
different temperatures, only the nitrogen atomic lines can be found
and no obvious nitrogen ionic lines were observed. Therefore, the
temperature was not the main reason that affects the appearance of
www.at-spectrosc.com/as/article/pdf/2021099
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in Fig. 7. It was seen that different atomic or molecular spectral
emissions had different spatial distribution characteristics in the
flame. The strongest zone of C I 247.856 nm, CN 388.29 nm, C2
516.42 nm, Hα 656.279 nm appeared near the nozzle due to the
presence of the main component, CH4.
It is worth noting that C I 247.856 nm had two sub-strong zones
above the nozzle at 14 mm and 17 mm along the central axis,
which may be due to the fact that the amount of O2 in the inner
region of the flame was small, an oxygen-lean combustion, so that
the product was a C-containing product, such as CO. As the axial
height increased, the diffusion effect of O2 began to be significant,
and CO was further oxidized to produce C-containing products,
such as CO2. Jin et al.41 and Lim et al.42 used numerical simulation
and also found that in the CH4 co-flow diffusion flame and
counterflow diffusion flames, compared with CO2, the spatial
location of the maximum mole fraction of CO was closer to the
nozzle, respectively.

Fig. 8 Spatial distribution of CH4-air diffusion flame temperature measured
by thermocouple. Notes: The black line in the figure is the boundary
between the air area and the flame area.

Temperature measurement of flame based on C2 emissions.
Temperature is one of the most important parameters in
combustion diagnosis, which has significant reference value for
studying fuel combustion performance. The temperature of each
measuring point measured by thermocouple is shown in Fig. 8. It
can be seen that the lowest flame temperature zone is near the
nozzle. In the axial direction, the temperature is raised as the axial
height increased; in the radial direction, the temperature is raised
as the radius increased.
The typical LIBS emission lines at each height were chosen to
analyze the correlation with the temperature on the central axis.
Different spectral line intensities and temperature values were
quite different. In order to make it easier to compare their changing
trends with the increase in axial height, different spectral line
intensities and temperatures were reduced by different multiples.
The results in Fig. 9 show that the peak intensity of C I 247.856
nm and C2 516.42 nm indicates a rapid decrease first, then a slow
decrease trend with the increase of the axial height. On the contrary,
with the increase of the axial height, the temperature showed a
rapid increase first and then a gradually increasing trend. In order
to estimate the correlation between the head peak intensity and the
temperature, the C I 247.856 nm and C2 516.42 nm head peak
intensity at the central axis of the CH4-air diffusion flame was
fitted with the temperature to obtain the calibration model. The
results are presented in Fig. 10.

Fig. 9 Comparison of LIBS characteristic spectra and temperature of flame
axis. Notes: The error bar of the spectra was the standard error of 100
spectra, and the error bar of the temperature was the standard error of eight
measurements.

On the central axis, the fitting function of the C2 head peak
intensity and temperature is shown in Equation (3), the R2 was
0.962. The fitting function of the C peak intensity and temperature
is shown in Equation (4), the R2 was 0.908.

Spatial distribution of C, H, CN and C2 emissions from the
flame. The spatial distribution of representative atomic and
molecular characteristic emissions of C I 247.856 nm, CN 388.29
nm, C2 516.42 nm, Hα 656.279 nm was also analyzed, as shown
www.at-spectrosc.com/as/article/pdf/2021099

(Eq. 3)
where x represents C2 516.42 nm head peak intensity, y represents
the reference temperature measured by the thermocouple.
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Fig. 10 The head peak intensity and temperature fitting diagram at the
central axis of the flame: (a) C2 516.42 nm, (b) C I 247.856 nm. Notes: The
error bar of the spectra was the standard error of 100 spectra, and the error
bar of temperature was the standard error of eight measurements.

(Eq. 4)

Fig. 11 Spatial distribution of RE from the calculated temperature and the
temperature measured by the thermocouple: (a) RE values of all spatial
measurement points, (b) details of RE value less than 10%. Notes: The
black line in the figure is the boundary between the air area and the flame
area.

where x represents C I 247.856 nm peak intensity, y represents the
reference temperature measured by the thermocouple.
Compared with C I 247.856 nm, the fitting function of C2
516.42 nm peak intensity and temperature obtains a higher R2, so
Equation (3) was used to predict the temperature of all measuring
points, and then compared with the temperature measured by the
thermocouple to test the reliability of the model. Relative Error
(RE) was used as an evaluation index and the calculation formula
is shown in Equation (5).

near the nozzle may be that the flow velocity at this area was high,
which affects the measurement accuracy of the thermocouple. In
the area close to the air, the C2 516.42 nm spectra was really weak
or even undetectable, which caused the RE value of the air to be
relatively high.

(Eq. 5)

CONCLUSIONS

where x represents the temperature calculated by the function
model, u represents the reference temperature measured by the
thermocouple.

Laser-induced breakdown spectroscopy has been applied for the
measurement of methane-air laminar diffusion flame to obtain the
spatial atomic, ionic and combustion species. It was found that the
N atomic lines of N I 746.831 nm and N I 821.634 nm were mainly
produced by the excitation of N2 in the air; the ionic N lines of N
II 399.500 nm, N II 463.054 nm, N II 500.515 nm, and N II
567.956 nm were distributed in the flame area and mainly
generated by excitation of N-containing combustion products. In
addition, the correlation between the typical spectral
characteristics and flame temperature measured by thermocouple

The spatial distribution of RE from each measuring point is
shown in Fig. 11, including the RE values of all spatial measuring
points (Fig. 11(a)), and the spatial distribution of the details of RE
less than 10% (Fig. 11(b)). It can be seen that, except for the high
RE at the nozzle and the air, the RE value of most areas of the flame
was within 10%, indicating that it was feasible to calculate the
flame temperature with C2 516.42 nm. The reason for the high RE
www.at-spectrosc.com/as/article/pdf/2021099
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was analyzed and a good correlation was found between the C2
emission and the flame temperature, which indicated that LIBS
can reflect the information of the temperature. All of the
measurement results obtained indicate the reference information
necessary for understanding the formation and transformation of
the various components in the combustion process, and provides a
new method for flame temperature measurements.
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